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SUMMARY

Calcium is one of the most abundant and cheapest elements on earth. However,
due to the lack of d-orbitals for chemical adsorption, it is generally considered as a
stoichiometric reagent with no catalytic activities in heterogeneous catalysis. In
this research, we have revealed that atomically confined Ca in nitrogen-doped
graphene (Ca1-NG) can be an effective heterogeneous catalyst to boost both
electrocatalytic and photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reactions (HER). Ca single
atoms anchored in NG can efficiently enhance the HER performance due to the
improvement of the interfacial charge transfer rate and suppression of the
photo-generated charge recombination. Density functional theory calculations
show that the high catalytic activity of Ca1-NG results from the Ca single atoms
in NG, which leads to multiple H adsorption configurations with favorable DGH*

values for HER. This research can be valuable for the designing of environmen-
tally friendly, economical and efficient catalysts for renewable hydrogen produc-
tion.

INTRODUCTION

Calcium (Ca) is the fifth richest element in the Earth’s crust. It is one of the cheapest and most biocompat-

ible metals, with high content in the human body. The price of Ca is close to three millionths of the price of

noblemetal Pt of the same quality (Hill et al., 2016). Like other alkaline earthmetals, calcium has, in its outer-

most S orbital, two valence electrons which are easily given up in chemical reactions. Therefore, calcium is

usually bivalent in its compounds and exists in ionic forms. The application of calcium in catalytic reactions

could be sustainable, economical and green. However, due to the lack of a d-orbital to enable its oxidation

state to change rapidly and reversibly, (a prerequisite for many catalytic cycles) (Harder, 2010; Zhu et al.,

2020a, 2020b), calcium metal is generally considered as a stoichiometric reagent with no catalytic perfor-

mance in heterogeneous catalysts (Gerken et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2015).

Differing from the rare usage of calcium in heterogeneous catalysis, applications of calcium in homoge-

neous catalysis have made tremendous progress during the past decade (Hill et al., 2016; Harder, 2010).

For example, calcium alkoxide and calcium amide complexes are sufficiently reactive to promote many cat-

alytic reactions. In some cases carbanions, such as benzyl calcium complexes or (Me3Si)2HC-stabilized alkyl

calcium reagents, are highly effective as well. So far, calciummetal complexes have been reported to play a

central role in the catalytic cycles of alkenes polymerization (Begouin and Niggemann, 2013), intramolec-

ular hydroamination of aminoalkenes (Crimmin et al., 2005) and hydrosilylation and alkene hydrogenation

(Harder and Brettar, 2006). The rapid development of Ca compounds for homogeneous catalysis is mainly

based on the viewpoints that the d0 valence configuration of a Ca2+ center in the calcium metal complexes

will give it a certain level of ‘lanthanide mimetic’ characteristics so that a catalytic cycle can be constructed

(Hill et al., 2016).

Recently, Zhou and coworkers found that alkaline earth metal elements Ca, Sr, and Ba can form stable oc-

tacarbonyl compound molecules which meet the 18-electron rule and exhibit typical transition metal

bonding characteristics (Wu et al., 2018). This indicates that the heavy alkaline earth metal elements may

behave like transition metals in certain heterogeneous catalytic processes. However, there are few reports

on the use of alkaline earth metals for heterogeneous catalysis. For example, Xia et al identified through
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s).
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theoretical calculations that alkaline earth metals, placed in a covalent organic framework, can become

effective electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), which is the major reaction for hydrogen

fuel cells and metal-air batteries (Lin et al., 2017). Chen et al. proved experimentally that Mg, atomically

dispersed in the graphene framework, has extremely high ORR activity under both alkaline and acidic con-

ditions (Xu et al., 2019). However, due to the lack of more experimental results, there is still insufficient ev-

idence to show that alkaline earth metals have enough active catalytic sites in heterogeneous catalysis. In

addition, the catalytic mechanism of alkaline earth metals in heterogeneous catalytic reactions can be an

exciting field for renewable hydrogen production.

Single atom catalysts (SACs) are an innovative type of heterogeneous catalysts in which each isolated active

metal atom is fixed on supporting materials (Wang et al., 2019; Kaiser et al., 2020; Zhuo et al., 2020).

Although SACs are classified as the heterogeneous catalysts, the presence of single metal atoms in

SACs is very similar to that in homogeneous catalysts (Yang et al., 2017). The surface atoms of the support-

ing materials can be considered as ligandmolecules in homogeneous catalysts, which not only stabilize the

active metal atoms but also engage in the catalytic reactions (Wang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019). The sim-

ilarity between SACs and homogeneous catalysts has driven us to explore the use of calciummetals for het-

erogeneous catalytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

In this research, we have found that atomically confined Ca in nitrogen-doped graphene (Ca1-NG) can be

an effective heterogeneous catalyst to boost the electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution (EHE) and photoca-

talytic hydrogen evolution (PHE) reactions. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report that calcium

single atoms have been used as catalysts for the HER. The performance of Ca1-NG loaded CdS is compa-

rable to that of noble metal Pt loaded CdS for PHE under the same experimental conditions. Density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the excellent performance of Ca1-NG can be attributed to

the optimal adsorption capacity of hydrogen atoms on the Ca-doped active centers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and characterizations of Ca1-NG

Ca1-NG was prepared using a facile method previously described for the preparation of Co1-NG and

Ni1-NG (Zhao et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Fei et al., 2015). Briefly, a complete mixture of graphene oxide

(GO) and CaCl2 was thermochemically treated in an NH3 atmosphere to form the Ca1-NG. During this pro-

cess GO was reduced to NG (supplemental information Figure S1), and the N dopants were incorporated

into the graphene lattice to form a strong interaction with metal atoms (Wang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2017).

No diffraction peaks of Ca oxides or carbides were detected in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of

Ca1-NG samples (supplemental information, Figure S1). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images

show that there are no Ca-related nanoparticles in the prepared Ca1-NG samples (Figure 1A). However,

the energy-dispersive X-ray elemental mapping spectroscopy (EDS) indicated that Ca, N, and C elements

are distributed evenly on the prepared Ca1-NG (Figure 1D). The aberration-corrected high-angle annular

dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images of Ca1-NG further demon-

strated that Ca species were homogeneously dispersed in the substrates. As shown in Figures 1B and

1C, a small number of bright spots with diameters less than 0.2 nm are well dispersed on the substrates.

The absence of Ca clusters has been confirmed with careful examination at several randomly picked loca-

tions during HAADF-STEM observations. These results indicate that all Ca species are atomically dispersed

in the Ca1-NG. The loading content of Ca in Ca1-NG is 0.52 wt.% based on the analysis of inductively

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed to investigate the chemical composition

and valence state of Ca1-NG (Figure 2 and Table S1). The survey spectrum with major C peaks and some

smaller peaks of N, O and Ca confirms the presence of C, N, O and Ca in Ca1-NG (Figure 2A). The high-res-

olution N 1s spectrum shows that Ca1-NG catalyst contains mainly pyridinic N (398.0 eV) as well as a small

amount of pyrrolic (399.5 eV), graphitic (400.8 eV), and oxidized N species (402.1 eV) (Figure 2B). The pres-

ence of pyridinic N is not only favorable for hydrogen evolution activity of Ca1-NG but also serves as

anchoring sites for single metal atoms. Figure 2C shows the high-resolution Ca 2p spectrum of Ca1-NG. Ac-

cording to the National Institute of Standards and Technology XPS database (Naumkin et al., 2012), the

347.2 eV and 350.8 eV binding energy peaks can be attributed to Ca 2p3/2 and Ca 2p1/2, respectively. The

absence of metallic Ca 2p3/2 spectrum (344.9 eV) indicates that the scattered Ca species (shown in
2 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021



Figure 1. Morphology characterization of Ca1-NG

(A–C) (A) TEM image and (B and C) HAADF-STEM images of Ca1-NG nanosheets with scale bars of 10 nm and 2 nm, respectively.

(D) SEM image and selected area energy dispersive X-ray elemental mapping spectroscopy (EDS) for carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and calcium (Ca) in

Ca1-NG.
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HAADF-STEM images) in Ca1-NGareCa2+ cations. The Raman spectra of the resultant catalysts in Figure 2D

exhibit a D-band for defected graphite and aG-band for the doubly degenerate zone center E2gmode (Fer-

rari and Basko, 2013). The intensity ratio of D band to G band (ID/IG) for Ca1-NG (0.98) is close to that of NG

(1.03). This result indicates that the dispersion of individual Ca atoms in the NGmatrix has little effect on the

degree of disorder and structural defects in the NG laminar structure (Zhao et al., 2018).

The atomic dispersion of Ca cations in Ca1-NG was further confirmed by the X-ray absorption near-edge

structure (XANES) spectroscopy and the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy,

which are sensitive to the local environment of metal atoms. Figure 3A shows the Ca K-edge of XANES

curves of Ca1-NG and CaO. Usually a metal foil is used for energy calibration. However, because calcium

metal is very active in air, the Ca K-edge XANES spectrum of CaO was used as calibration reference mate-

rial. As shown in Figure 3A, the adsorption edge position of the Ca1-NG XANES curves is comparable to

that of CaO, indicating that Ca metal atoms in Ca1-NG are in cationic states. This agrees well with the re-

sults of the XPS spectra (Figure 2C). Further structural information was obtained from Ca K-edge EXAFS

analyses (Table S2). Figures 3B and 3C show the Ca K-edge EXAFS K-space and R-space plots, respectively,

for the Ca1-NG. It is noted that the EXAFS curve of Ca1-NG is obviously different from that of CaO. The R

space plots of Ca1-NG show a sharp peak at approximately 2.1 Å. However, CaO shows two strong bonding

features at around 1.9 Å and 3.1 Å, which are attributed to the Ca-O bond and Ca-O-Ca bonds, respec-

tively. The major peak for Ca1-NG at approximately 2.1 Å can be corresponded to the formation of Ca-

N bond, which is longer than that of Ca-O bond (1.9 Å) in CaO. Atomic structure simulations indicate

that the anchored Ca single atoms are located at the defective sites of NG derived from pyridine-N (Fig-

ure 3D and supplemental information Figure S2). The fitting results indicated a CN of 2.8 for Ca-N contri-

bution in Ca1-NG. This result corresponds well to DFT calculations (Figure S17), which indicate that single

Ca atoms anchored in pyridinic N defects in graphene are stable (Detailed information can be found in the

following DFT calculation section of this research).

Performances for electrocatalytic/photocatalytic HERs

Experimental results have shown that the prepared Ca1-NG exhibits more enhanced activities for HER un-

der both acidic and weak basic conditions than do other obtained catalysts (Figures 4A and 4B and supple-

mental information Figure S3). The HER activities of Ca1-NGwere evaluated, both in 0.5 MH2SO4 and 1.0 M

(NH4)2SO3 solutions using a standard three-electrode electrochemical cell. The commercial 20 wt.% Pt/C

and the prepared GO and NG were also evaluated as baseline catalysts. All potentials were referenced to
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 3



Figure 2. Elemental composition analysis

(A–D) (A) XPS survey spectra and (B) N 1s and (C) Ca 2p high-resolution XPS spectra of Ca1-NG, and (D) Raman spectra of

the synthesized NG and Ca1-NG.
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the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) and with iR-corrected. As shown in Figure 4A, Ca1-NG shows HER

activity in acidic solution with an onset potential (Eonset) of 21mV and an overpotential of 151mV to deliver a

current density of 10 mA cm�2. For comparison, NG and GO show poor activities toward HER, requiring

much greater overpotentials of 297 mV and 338 mV, respectively, to generate the same 10mA cm�2 current

density.

The enhanced HER activity of Ca1-NG is further confirmed by the smaller Tafel slope of 76 mV dec�1 for

Ca1-NG as compared to 137 mV dec�1 for NG and 147 mV dec�1 for GO (Figure 4B). The small Tafel slope

indicates that the rate-determining step of Ca1-NG is either the electrochemical desorption of H or the

discharge reaction, following the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism (Dong et al., 2018). Although the Tafel

slope of Ca1-NG is higher than that for the benchmarked 20 wt.% Pt/C catalyst (36 mV dec�1), it is signif-

icantly lower than that of NG without Ca single atoms. This result suggests that the new Ca single atom

can be effectively used as the catalytically active site of HER. In addition, Ca1-NG has also shown more

favorable HER activity under neutral (or weak basic) conditions of 1.0 M (NH4)2SO3 with pH = 8.0, as the

obvious shift of the polarization curve for Ca1-NG catalyst to a lower overpotential (Figure S3). These results

indicate that the incorporation of calcium single atoms into N-doped graphene can lead to a profound

enhancement of the HER activity for Ca1-NG under both acidic and weak basic conditions.

The electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of prepared catalysts was analyzed by means of Cdl in Fig-

ure S4. The results showed that the capacitances of GO, NG, and Ca1-NG are 3.07, 3.68, and 5.22 mF

cm�2 in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution, corresponding to 76.8, 92.0, and 130.5 cm2 ECSAs, respectively. The

ECSA of a 20 wt.% commercial Pt/C catalyst was measured using the underpotential deposition hydrogen

(UPD-H) adsorption/desorption voltammetry method, which is usually used for the determination of EC-

SAs for noble-metal electrocatalysts. As shown in Figure S5, the ECSA for Pt/C was determined to be

285.7 cm2. The turnover frequencies (TOFs) of the testing catalysts were calculated to evaluate the

intrinsic activities of the catalysts. At overpotential of 100 mV, the TOF values of the GO, NG, and

Ca1-NG were 0.125, 0.147, and 1.134 H2 s
�1, respectively. These values revealed that Ca1-NG had intrinsic

HER activity excelling other catalysts. An equivalent circuit simulation for electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) tests was carried out from 10�2 Hz–106 Hz (Figure S6). Ca1-NG shows a smaller arc
4 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021



Figure 3. Structure characterization of Ca1-NG

X-ray absorption characterization.

(A–C) (A) XANES and (B and C) Ca K-edge FT-EXAFS spectra of Ca1-NG and the reference samples at k-space and R-

space, respectively.

(D) The corresponding Ca K-edge EXAFS fitting curves for Ca1-NG at R-space. The insets of (D) are the schematic models

of Ca1-NG. Atom colors: royal blue, Ca; brownish yellow, C; dark gray, N.
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radius compared to those of GO and NG, which means that the electrochemical impedance of Ca1-NG is

smaller than those of GO and NG.

Electrochemical stability is an important indicator used to evaluate the catalytic performance of catalysts.

The result of the i-t curve (Figure S7) shows that the catalytic current remains constant at about 17 mA cm�2

at 200 mV for over 30,000 s. This result indicates the high stability of Ca1-NG catalyst in a 0.5 M H2SO4 so-

lution. The XPS and STEM analyses of Ca1-NG after HER are shown in Figures S8 and S9. The results show

that the XPS and STEM characterizations of Ca1-NG do not change significantly after the reaction, proving

that the structure of Ca1-NG is stable.

On the other hand, the prepared Ca1-NG can significantly enhance the performance of CdS for PHE. The

formation of the Ca1-NG loaded CdS composite photocatalysts (Ca1-NG/CdS) was confirmed via TEM im-

ages (Figure S10). XRD patterns and UV-visible light absorption spectra show that a small amount of Ca1-

NG loading does not affect the crystal structure of CdS but significantly improves the light absorption ca-

pacity of the photocatalyst (Figures S11 and S12). The PHE performance of Ca1-NG/CdS under visible light

irradiation at 420 nm was evaluated using (NH4)2SO3 as an electron donor. As shown in Figures 4C and 4D,

Ca1-NG/CdS exhibits much higher PHE activities compared to bare CdS and NG loaded CdS. The rate of

hydrogen evolution for 0.5 wt.% Ca1-NG/CdS (92.0 mmol/h) is 8.1 times greater than that of bare CdS

(11.3 mmol/h) and 1.6 times greater than that of 0.5 wt.% NG/CdS photocatalyst (57.7 mmol/h). Moreover,

the catalytic performance of 0.5 wt% Ca1-NG/CdS was comparable to that of 0.5 wt.% Pt/CdS (Figure S13),

an active photocatalyst for PHE. In order to verify the role of CaO nanoclusters in hydrogen production we

loaded CaO onto the surface of NG and successfully prepared CaO-NG/CdS. The hydrogen evolution per-

formance of CaO-NG/CdS is shown in Figure S14. It is noted that CaO nanoclusters have no catalytic effect

on the HER. Therefore, we can conclude that it is the Ca single atoms in Ca1-NG/CdS that play a major cat-

alytic role, rather than the CaO nanoclusters. It is noted that the loading content of Ca in Ca1-NG is only

0.52 wt.% (based on ICP-OES analysis). That means that very few Ca atoms, only 26 parts per million

mass of CdS, are needed in order to facilitate the PHE reactions. This result also indicates that single
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 5



Figure 4. Hydrogen evolution performance

(A and B) (A) Polarization curves and (B) Tafel plots for HER from a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution of the modified GCEs comprised

of GO, NG, Ca1-NG and commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts. The catalyst loading density is 0.38 mg cm�2.

(C and D) (C) Photocatalytic H2 evolution and (D) Specific photocatalytic H2 evolution rates of pure CdS, 0.5 wt.%GO/CdS,

0.5 wt.% NG/CdS and 0.5 wt.% Ca1-NG/CdS.

(E) Hydrogen production rates of Ca1-NG/CdS with various Ca1-NG mass loading percents.

(F) Catalyst lifespan tests over 0.5 wt.% Ca1-NG/CdS.
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calcium atoms in NG play an important role in the improvement of the hydrogen evolution activity, which

agrees well with the enhanced EHE performance for Ca1-NG.

The effect of Ca1-NG loading concentration was investigated and the results are shown in Figure 4E. The

rate of hydrogen evolution increases from 11.3 mmol/h to 92 mmol/h as the Ca1-NG loading on CdS photo-

catalysts increases from 0.0 to 0.5 wt.%. Further increasing Ca1-NG loading, however, results in a significant

drop in the rate of hydrogen evolution. This decline is possibly due to the light blockage effect of Ca1-NG

on the surface of CdS. The optimal loading of Ca1-NG on CdS is about 0.5 wt.% under the present reaction

conditions. The apparent quantum efficiency of the optimal Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalysts for hydrogen pro-

duction is 57.5% at 420 nm wavelength. As illustrated in Table S3, this efficiency (57.5%) is one of the great-

est ever reported for non-noble-metal cocatalysts.

The stability of Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalyst was verified by a three PHE reaction cycles test. As shown in Fig-

ure 4F, no significant decrease in the rate of hydrogen evolution was observed during the cyclic test. During

the three PHE cycles test a total of 1.264 mmol H2 was produced. The turnover numbers (TONs), which are

defined as the total hydrogen atoms evolved per mole of CdS photocatalyst and per mole of Ca anchored

in Ca1-NG/CdS, are 73 and 779363, respectively. These large TONs indicate that hydrogen is produced
6 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021



Figure 5. Optical performance and photoelectrochemical performance

(A–E) (A) Steady-state PL spectra, (B) Time-resolved transient PL decay spectra, (C) Photoelectrode transient photocurrent responses, (D) Nyquist plots of EIS

and (E) LSV curves of the bare CdS, 0.5 wt. % NG/CdS, 0.5 wt. % GO/CdS and 0.5 wt.% Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalysts, respectively.

(F) Schematic illustration of interfacial charge transfer in Ca1-NG/CdS.
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from the photocatalytic reduction of water rather than from the photo-corrosion of either CdS or Ca in the

Ca1-NG/CdSphotocatalysts. Additionally, XRD, TEMand ICP tests have shown that there are no significant dif-

ferences for the Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalyst before or after the stability test (Figures S10 and S6 and Table S4),

indicating thatCa1-NG/CdS is stableduringPHEprocesses. The stability ofCa1-NG/CdSwas further confirmed

by a long-term photoelectrocatalytic test in 0.5 M H2SO4. As can be seen in Figure S15, the linear sweep vol-

tammetry (LSV) curves for Ca1-NG/CdS show no clear difference before or after a long-termphotoelectrocata-

lytic hydrogen evolution test. This result also indicates that Ca1-NG/CdS is a stable catalyst for PHE.

Charge separation, transfer routes, and efficiency of Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalyst

Photoluminescence (PL) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) decay spectra measurements were

carried out to evaluate the charge carrier trapping and transfer mechanism in Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalyst

during photocatalytic reactions (Figures 5A and 5B). The weak peak around 475 nm in PL spectra can be

ascribed to the band edge emission of CdS, while the higher broad band at around 550 nm originates

from the trap states (Veamatahau et al., 2015; Mathew et al., 2011). Clearly, the PL intensity of Ca1-NG/

CdS is much weaker than that of bare CdS, indicating that the photogenerated electron-hole pair recom-

bination is effectively suppressed after Ca1-NG is loaded onto the surface of CdS. This may result from the

effect of co-catalyst trapping photogenerated electrons (Chen et al., 2010). Moreover, the PL intensity of

Ca1-NG/CdS was weaker than those of NG/CdS and GO/CdS. This result is consistent with the better

PHE performance for Ca1-NG/CdS.

The transfer efficiency of photogenerated charge carriers was further confirmed by the TRPL decay spectra

(Figure 5B). The decay curves easily approximate a biexponential function. As shown in Table S5, the

average lifetime of the PL decay in bare CdS was 2.37 ns. However, after NG and Ca1-NG loading, the

PL lifetimes of the NG/CdS and Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalysts were reduced to 1.88 and 0.93 ns, respec-

tively. These results suggest that the presence of Ca1-NG provides a new pathway for the electron transfer

from CdS to Ca1-NG, leading to a significant decrease in the PL decay lifetime (Jiang et al., 2017). In addi-

tion, the lower PL average decay lifetime of Ca1-NG/CdS compared to that of NG/CdS further confirms that

Ca single atoms anchored in NG result in more effective separation of the photogenerated carriers,

thereby leading to higher photocatalytic activity.
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 7
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To further understand the role of Ca1-NG cocatalyst in PHE, the transient photocurrent-time curves of

Ca1-NG/CdS, NG/CdS, GO/CdS and bareCdS samples underwent several on-off cycles of intermittent irra-

diation at 420 nm. As shown in Figure 5C, all the samples demonstrated a prompt photocurrent generation

during the on and off illumination cycles. These on-off cycles also show high reproducibility. It is noteworthy

that Ca1-NG/CdS exhibits greater photocurrent compared to NG/CdS and bare CdS. The photocurrent in-

tensity ofCa1-NG/CdSwas almost two times higher than that ofNG/CdS, suggesting thepositive roles ofCa

doping in the acceleration of charge separation, which agrees with the results shown in Figures 5A and 5B.

From a charge transfer viewpoint, EIS further shows the positive roles of Ca single atoms in Ca1-NG/CdS for

PHE. In this research, EIS was carried out under visible light illumination and using a typical three-electrode

setup. A smaller semicircle radius of an EIS curve generally means a lower charge transfer resistance and

thus faster interface charge transmission of a photocatalyst (Zheng et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020; Yao

et al., 2019). As shown in Figure 5D, the Nyquist plots of Ca1-NG/CdS have much smaller semicircles

than those of NG/CdS and bare CdS, suggesting a more efficient charge separation and transfer within

Ca1-NG/CdS and, therefore, a better PHE performance.

LSV tests under 420 nm visible light irradiation using 1.0 M (NH4)2SO4 aqueous solution as a photolyte show

that Ca1-NG loading can effectively reduce the overpotential of CdS for PHE. As shown in Figure 5E, the

overpotential for Ca1-NG/CdS at �10 mA cm�2 is 0.62 V, much lower than those of NG/CdS (�0.76 V)

and bare CdS (�0.90 V). (Note that a lower overpotential means a lower required activation energy for

the HER (2H+(aq) + 2e�/ H2(g)) (Kweon et al., 2020) and is also favorable for photocatalytic H2 production

(Shi et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2015)). Additionally, the conduction band (CB) potentials of

Ca1-NG and CdS were estimated to be �0.54 and �0.39 V (vs. NHE) using the Mott-Schottky method (Fig-

ure S16). A more negative CB position indicates that photogenerated electrons in CdS under light irradi-

ation can migrate from CdS to Ca1-NG (Figure 5F), which agrees well with the results of PL and TRPL decay

spectra.

We can conclude, based on these characterization results, that Ca1-NG can serve not only as an electron

storage medium to effectively inhibit the recombination of charge carriers, but also as active sites to accel-

erate the HERs. In addition, single Ca atoms doping in NG plays a key role in the improvement of catalytic

performance of Ca1-NG and Ca1-NG/CdS for hydrogen evolution.
Catalytic mechanism of Ca single atoms in NG for hydrogen evolution

DFT simulations were carried out to provide an in-depth theoretical understanding of the roles the Ca sin-

gle-atoms play in the HER and PHE.

Our calculations show that the Ca atom is located on the central axis after structural relaxation (Figures S17),

which is consistent with experimental observations (Lin et al., 2015). Both the SV+3N + Ca and DV+4N + Ca

structures (two most common carbon vacancies: single vacancy (SV, refer Figure S17A) and double vacancy

(DV, refer Figure S17B), exist in the NG. Creation of an SV (DV) leads to three (four) carbon atoms having

dangling electrons (CN equals 2). Replacing one of these three/four carbon atoms by N results in a pyri-

dinic-N that coexists with an SV/DV. In principle we can replace multiple carbon atoms to form SV + xN (x =

1, 2, 3) and DV + yN (y = 1, 2, 3, 4) structures, and the Ca atom is about 1.77 Å and 1.30 Å above the 2D plane,

forming identical N-Ca bonds with lengths of 2.18 Å and 2.26 Å, respectively (slightly longerN-Ca bonds in the

DV+4N+Ca structure indicatesweakerN-Cabonding strength. This is because the twovalenceelectronsofCa

split into only 3 Ca-N bonds in the SV+3N + Ca structure, whereas they have to split into 4 Ca-N bonds in the

DV+4N+Castructure, resulting in lesselectrondensity formingeachCa-Nbond in the latter case). In aprevious

study, we found that a Ni single atom could also be supported above the SV+3N structure, but it would drop

into thedouble vacancy surroundedby 4N,making it no longer useful forHER.Here, aCa single atomcouldbe

supportedabove theplane forbothSV+3NandDV+4Nstructures, as the sizeof theCaatom is larger thanmost

transition metal atoms. The calculated adsorption energies for Ca single atoms adsorbed at the centers of

SV+3N and DV+4N structures are DECa = �4.50 eV and �5.96 eV, respectively. These adsorption energies

are much more negative than the Ca crystal cohesive energy of about �1.84 eV (Lee et al., 2009), indicating

that the Ca adsorption at the SV+3N and DV+4N centers is extremely stable.

Next, we studied H adsorption on these four structures and examined how the Ca single atom affects the H

adsorption energy. We considered H adsorption at both Ca-sites and N-sites (we ignore H adsorption at
8 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021
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the C-sites because they are not stable and are much less affected by the Ca atom). Because each structure

involves several N atoms, we denote them as N1, N2, N3 (and N4), as illustrated in Figure 6. We consider all

possible situations, with several H adsorbed onto a combination of Ca and N atoms, and we name an H

adsorption configuration by the H adsorption sites. For example, [N1, N2, Ca*] denotes a configuration

with three H atoms adsorbed onto N1, N2, and Ca, respectively. When discussing DGH* values of a partic-

ular H within a configuration involving several H, we further denote the adsorption site of the discussed H

using *. For instance, in the former example [N1, N2, Ca*], the discussed H is on Ca* site. Various H adsorp-

tion configurations for the SV+3N versus SV+3N + Ca and DV+4N versus DV+4N + Ca structures are shown

in Figures 6 and 7. In particular, for the structures involving Ca, H+ coming from solution above graphene

can adsorb onto the Ca-site, and H+ from underneath graphene can adsorb onto the N-site. With the same

number m (m > 1) of adsorbed H, the catalytic system can have these H atoms (i) all adsorb onto the N-sites

(Figure 6B) or (ii) it can have one adsorbed onto Ca and the remainingm-1 H adsorbed onto N-sites (Figures

6C and 7). Although the energies (i) and (ii) might be slightly different, both structures could exist in solution

with sufficient lifetime for catalyzing HER. It is difficult to have structural transition from one to the other

since H on Ca-site and H on N-site are spatially separated on different sides of graphene. Therefore we

considered both structures.

In the case of a single Ni atom supported on SV+3N or DV+4N structures, we find that Ni-N bond could be

broken if too many N and Ni sites are adsorbed with H. Here the Ca-N bonds are not broken, even if all the

N and Ca sites are adsorbed with an H (Figure 6). This is due to the unique property of Ca, that it can host a

large CN (Yoon et al., 2008). This unique property makes the Ca structure extremely stable/robust in the

dynamic solution and makes sure all the H adsorption sites can contribute to HER.

Figures 6 and 7 show clearly that with a Ca atom adsorption we get not only an extra Ca-site for H adsorp-

tion, but also more than three times as many possible processes for H adsorption. In addition, many of

these H adsorption configurations are associated with small |DGH*| values, as highlighted in bold in Figures

6 and 7.

All H adsorption processes in the four structures and correspondingDGH* values are illustrated in Scheme 1,

whereDGH* is reflected by theGdifference between the initial configuration and final configuration. For the

structures without Ca (black curves in Scheme 1), most |DGH*| values are very large. There is only one small |

DGH*| (0.34eV), when an H is adsorbed to N2 of the SV+3N [N1] configuration, as highlighted in red. On the

contrary, the two structures with Ca (blue curves in Scheme 1) both involve many |DGH*| values close to zero,

as highlighted by red or orange. In particular, the red processes are especially useful for HER as they not only

involve small |DGH*| values but also start from configurations that are highly likely to exist in the solution,

because the starting configurations are either the initial configuration without any H or a configuration

requiring a small or even negative DGH* from the initial configuration. The SV+3N and DV+4N structures

involve only one red H adsorption process, while the SV+3N + Ca and DV+4N + Ca structures involve 4

red H adsorption processes. In addition, all the red lines H adsorption are on the Ca-site, indicating that

the Ca atom plays an essential role in providingmany suitable H adsorption configurations to catalyze HER.

Before explaining the detailed mechanism of Ca atoms in HER we first examine the effect of H coverage in

the structures without Ca. For both SV+3N and DV+4N structures higher H coverage induces larger DGH*

values (Figure 6A), consistent with the general trend that H binding becomes less stable when more H are

adsorbed in the vicinity. When H coverage is low (Figure 6A black boxes), the DGH* values are very negative

(�2.32 eV,�1.53 eV, and�1.34 eV). (The delta G_H value for the first H* in the SV+3N defect is about 0.8eV

more negative than that in the DV+4N defect because the former configuration also involves more inter-

action between H* and N2, N3 (more details are given in SI), indicating a very strong H binding. Adding

one more H to either structure dramatically increases DGH* to quite positive values (0.34 eV and 0.78

eV), indicating a significant reduction in the binding strength of additional H. The abrupt reduction of H

binding strength can be understood from their atomic structures. For the three configurations with low

H coverages (Figure 6A black boxes) the H atom(s) is located inside the vacancy hole and the whole struc-

ture is well within a 2D plane (see side view), where H andN form a sp2-like bond. In addition, the in-plane H

interacts with other N atom(s) via a quasi H-N bond as they are spatially close enough for the charge den-

sities to sufficiently overlap (Figure 8A), which further enhances the binding strength of H (Especially in the

[N1] configuration of SV+3N, as H forms quasi H-N bonds with two other N atoms). However, if more H

atoms were added in, they would be too squeezed within the small vacancy hole. Hence they become
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 9



Figure 6. Atomic structure analysis and hydrogen adsorption

Atomic structures and DGH* values of H adsorption at each N-site of SV+3N and DV+4N (A) without Ca, (B) with a Ca single atom, and (C) with an extra H

adsorbed onto Ca (In the side views some C atoms blocking N and H atoms from our view are not shown). Each DGH* value is for H adsorption onto the N

atom indicated by *. When two H atoms are adsorbed onto DV+4N they prefer to adsorb at two N in diagonal positions [N1, N3] rather than neighboring

positions [N1, N2], as the diagonal configuration is more stable due to longer separation between the two H* (Fujimoto and Saito, 2014). The structures in

black boxes are planar, with very strong H binding (very negative DGH* values). Adsorbing one more H (below black boxes) or depositing a Ca atom (dashed

blue boxes) significantly increases DGH* values to very positive values by changing N-H bond from sp2-like to sp3-like and breaks the charge density

interaction between H and other N atoms. Further adsorbing an H onto Ca (blue boxes) reduces the influence of Ca to graphene structure, hence reduces

DGH* to less positive values and makes them more suitable for HER.
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Figure 7. Atomic structure and charge density analysis

Atomic structures and charge densities of configurations with an H adsorbed on the Ca-site of (A) SV+3N + Ca and (B)

DV+4N + Ca structures, and with various numbers of H adsorbed onto the N-sites. Charge density isosurfaces are at

isovalues of 0.045 e/bohr3 in (A) and 0.040 e/bohr3 in (B), respectively. The DGH* for H adsorbed on Ca-sites is reduced to

very good values by adsorbing H onto the N-sites.
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out-of-plane due to Pauli repulsion (Figure 6A, below black boxes). Some N atoms also move out-of-plane.

This changes the H-N bonding from sp2-like toward more sp3-like and also reduces the charge density

interaction between H and other N atoms. Hence the H binding strength is significantly reduced.

When a Ca atom is deposited onto SV+3N or DV+4N, the Ca atom strongly binds to all the N atoms. This

increases the CN of each H adsorbed N from three to four (Figure 6B) and changes the N-H bonding nature

to sp3-like. In addition, H is pushed out-of-plane substantially, losing quasi-bonding interaction with other

N atoms (Figure 8B). This significantly reduces the H binding strength on N-sites. As a result, the corre-

sponding DGH* values become quite positive, but with |DGH*| closer to 0 than in the structures without

Ca (Figure 6B boxes vs Figure 6A boxes). This is one effect of Ca single atoms, namely reducing the H
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 11



Scheme 1. Reaction energetics

Free energy G of various configurations involvingmH adsorbed on the catalyst, for the SV+3N vs SV+3N +Ca and DV+4N

vs DV+4N + Ca structures. To be consistent, G also involves free energy of the n-m H in H2 phase, where n is the maximum

number of H that could adsorb onto the catalyst (n = 3 for SV+3N, 4 for SV+3N + Ca and DV+4N, and 5 for DV+4N + Ca).

Namely, G = G(catalyst + mH) +n�m
2 G(H2Þ: G values for configurations with m = 0 are set to 0. The G difference between

two configurations connected by dashed lines represents the DGH* value of changing between these two configurations

by adsorbing/desorbing an H. All DGH* values are also listed in Figures 6 and 7. H adsorption processes with |DGH*| < 0.5

eV (small slope) are highlighted in red or orange.
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binding strength on N-sites to better values for HER by changing the H-N bond nature to more sp3-like and

reducing the charge density interaction between H and other N atoms.

In fact, theCaatomtoosignificantly reduces theHbindingstrength at theN-site,makingDGH*abit toopositive

for HER (Figure 6B boxes). The influence of Ca could be slightly weakened by further adsorbing an H on top of

Ca, which adjustsDGH* (ofH adsorptiononN) to less positive values,making the systemsmore suitable forHER

(Figure 6Cblueboxes). For example, the [N1*,Ca] configurationof SV+3N+CaexhibitsDGH* valuesof 0.06 eV,

superior for catalyzing HER. Here the influence of Ca on the graphene structure is reduced because the H-Ca

bond weakens Ca-N interactions, as can be seen by the increase of the Ca to graphene-plane distance (Fig-

ure 6C vs 6B). This makes the whole graphene structure deviate less from a 2D planar layer, hence allowing

most of the N-H bonds to become less sp3-like and more sp2-like (Figure 6C vs 6B). The returning of the H to-

ward the 2D planar layer also enhances the charge density interactions between H and other N atom(s) (Fig-

ure 8C vs 8B). Hence the overall H binding to N-sites is strengthened and becomes more suitable for HER.

For the four structures outside the boxes in Figure 6A, the H bindings are very weak because these H atoms

are already repulsed out-of-plane by other H, even without a Ca deposition. Depositing a Ca atom makes

slight differences to the H binding strength. Furthermore, adsorbing an H onto Ca also makes little change

to the H binding strength on N-sites.

Besides the two effects discussed above, the Ca atom itself also serves as an H adsorption site with excep-

tionalDGH* values. Our calculations predict that anH atomadsorbs on top of Ca, withDGH* values of 0.46 eV

and 1.50 eV for SV+3N+CaandDV+4N+Ca, respectively (Figure 7). The latter case has aweakerH-Cabond

because its Ca CN is higher. Although the two DGH* values are too positive for HER, they can be reduced to

very good values by adsorbing H atoms onto the N-sites (Figure 7). For example, for the [N1, Ca*] and [N1,

N2, Ca*] configurations of SV+3N + Ca, and the [N1, N3, Ca*] configurations of DV+4N + Ca, DGH* are

reduced to exceptional values for HER: 0.19, 0.22, and 0.16 eV, respectively. However, this excludes the

[N1, N2, N3, Ca*] configuration of SV+3N + Ca, where DGH* is slightly increased compared to [Ca*]

configuration.

Adsorbing H on the N-sites can reduce the DGH* values of H adsorption on Ca sites, because the H-N bond

weakens the N-Ca bonds, as can be seen by the N-Ca bond length increase (Figure 7 rows 2-5 compared to

row 1). The weakening of N-Ca bonds is also reflected in the charge density plots in Figure 8. When there is

no H adsorbed on any N we clearly see charge density overlap between Ca and the three/four N atoms.

After adsorbing one or more H onto the N sites, most overlapping between Ca and N diminishes substan-

tially. As a result, more valence electrons of Ca are involved to form a stronger Ca-H bond. Again, the
12 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021



Figure 8. Charge density analysis

Charge densities of structures with one H adsorbed at the N1-site of (top) SV+3N and (bottom) DV+4N for cases (A)

without Ca, (B) with Ca, and (C) with an extra H adsorbed on Ca. The Ca atom and Ca-H are on the top side of graphene,

while all charge density plots are viewed from the bottom side to better see the interaction between H and each N atom.

All isosurfaces are at the same isovalue of 0.035 e/bohr3. Moderate charge density overlap between H and an N atom (not

covalently bonded to H) indicates a quasi H-N bond, as denoted by dashed lines. (A) and (C) involve one H-N covalent

bond and 1 to 2 quasi H-N bonds. (B) involves no quasi H-N bonds because H is extensively out-of-plane.
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strengthening of the Ca-H bond is reflected in both decreased Ca-H bond length and increased charge

density overlap between Ca and H (Figure 7 row 2-5 compared to row 1).

In summary, we have explained three effects of Ca single atoms. First, the Ca atom makes H binding on N

sites less stable by changing the H-N bonding naturemore toward sp3-like and reducing the charge density

interaction between H and other N atoms. Secondly, the H-N binding is over-weakened by a Ca single

atom. With an extra H adsorbed on top of Ca the H-N binding can be strengthened. Thirdly, the Ca

atom itself serves as an H adsorption site, with the adsorption strength adjustable by H adsorbed onto

N. The latter two effects both result in many H adsorption processes with perfect DGH* values. In particular,

without Ca single atoms there are 7 unique processes of H adsorption and most of them have DGH* values

that are either too negative or too positive. Depositing a single Ca atom generates 23 unique processes of

H adsorption and many of them are better than the 7 processes in former situations for HER. Therefore, we

conclude that the Ca single atom significantly enhances the HER activity of N-doped graphene.

Conclusion

Atomically confined calcium in NG (Ca1-NG) was successfully synthesized as an efficient catalyst for electro-

catalytic and photocatalytic hydrogen evolution. HADDF-STEM images and X-ray absorption spectroscopy

analyses confirm the uniformly dispersed single Ca atoms on the NG substrate. Ca K-edge EXAFS fitting

curves and DFT calculations indicate the Ca single-atoms are anchored in the pyridinic-N defects in gra-

phene to form a Ca-N3 structure. DFT calculations suggest that Ca atoms are trapped in SV+3N and

DV+4N centers and Ca clustering is prevented. The high catalytic activity of Ca1-NG for HER and PHE

results from the Ca single-atoms in NG, which leads to multiple H adsorption configurations with very favor-

able DGH* values for HER. This research has pointed to a new approach for the development of high per-

formance HER catalysts using non-transition metals.

Limitations of the study

Here we have revealed that atomically confined Ca in NG (Ca1-NG) can effectively boost the electrocata-

lytic and photocatalytic HERs (EHE and PHE). Catalyst characterizations have shown that Ca single atoms

anchored in NG can efficiently enhance the HER performance, improve the interfacial charge transfer, and
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 13
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suppress the photo-generated charge recombination. However, one limitation of this study is that the

loading concentration of single-atom Ca prepared by the current method is low. We will further improve

the single-atom preparation method to increase the loading in our future work.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Weifeng Yao (yaoweifeng@shiep.edu.cn).
Material availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability

This study did not generate any unique datasets or code.
METHODS DETAILS

Synthesis of Ca1-NG/CdS photocatalysts

Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized using the traditional Hummer method. In detail, 2.000 g of graphite

powder, 1.000 g of NaNO3 and 46 ml of H2SO4 were added into a beaker soaked in an ice bath and well

stirred. Under stirring, then 6.000 g of KMnO4 powder was slowly added to the above mixture for 10 mi-

nutes. The mixture was then heated to 35 �C for 30 minutes. Next, after adding 92 mL of deionized water

the mixture was heated to 98 �C. At the same time 60 mL 30% H2O2 was slowly added to the mixture to

prevent graphene oxidation. Finally, the mixture was centrifuged and washed repeatedly with deionized

water. A golden yellow suspension was obtained by dispersing the obtained precipitate in water and

then filtering. GO was obtained by freeze-drying the golden yellow suspension.

Single calcium atom anchored nitrogen doped graphene (Ca1-NG) was synthesized via an impregnation

method, followed by a calcination process under NH3 atmosphere. The synthesis details are as follows:

100.0 mg of GO and 1.0 mg of CaCl2 were dispersed into 50mL deionized water. Themixture was sonicated

for 4 hours to form a uniformly dispersed suspension. Then liquid nitrogen was added into the suspension

to form a solid mixture, followed by freeze-drying for 24 hours. The resulting product was named Ca-GO.

Finally, Ca-GO powder was calcinated under NH3 at 750
�C for 1 hour to synthesize Ca1-NG. The method

for the preparation of CaO-NG was adopted from a similar method reported, except that in this research it

was calcined in air at 750 �C for 1h before calcining under NH3. The prepared Ca1-NG (or CaO-NG) was

then coupled with CdS using an impregnation method. Briefly, certain amounts of Ca1-NG (or CaO-NG)

and CdS were added into an ethanol solution. Then the mixture was stirred at room temperature until

the ethanol had completely evaporated. The obtained dark yellow powder was Ca1-NG/CdS (or CaO-

NG/CdS).
Photocatalytic activity measurements

Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution activity was measured at 420 nm wavelength. 5.0 mg prepared catalysts

were dispersed in 10 mL 1.0 M aqueous (NH4)2SO3 solution. The solution was degassed with N2 for 1 h to

remove dissolved oxygen before being irradiated with a single-wavelength (420 nm) light-emitting diode

(LED) monochromatic lamp (CEL-LED 100). The H2 evolution volume was analyzed via an online gas chro-

matograph (Techcomp Limited Co., GC7890II) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector. Ultra-pure

nitrogen was used as a carrier gas.

The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) was measured and calculated according to the following equation:

AQEð%Þ = number of reacted electrons

number of incident photons
3 100%
=
number of evolved H2molecules x 2

number of incident photons
3 100%
=
23 nH2

I0 3 t
3 100%

where nH2
is the mole numbers for hydrogen evolution from t = 0 to time t. and I0 is the Einstein of incident

photons per second measured at l = 420 nm.
18 iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021
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Electrochemical property measurements

Electrochemical properties of catalysts were measured using a CHI 660E electrochemical workstation in a stan-

dard three-electrode cell. 5.0mg catalystsweredispersed in a solution consistingof 500 mLwater, 500 mL ethanol

and 80 mL 5.0 wt.% Nafion solution. The above mixture was then sonicated for 1 h to form a homogeneous sus-

pension. A working electrode was prepared by dropping 5 mL of the suspension onto the surface of a glassy car-

bonelectrode (GCE),whichwas thendried inair.Theelectrodesurfacearea is0.07cm2with0.265mgcm-2catalyst

loadingdensity. A saturated calomel electrodeandaPt foil wereusedas the reference electrodeand the counter

electrode, respectively. Linear-sweepvoltammograms (LSV)were carriedout at a scan rateof 2mVS-1 in twoelec-

trolytes: one was a 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous solution, and the other was a 1.0 M (NH4)2SO3 aqueous solution.

The turnover frequency (TOF) values were calculated according to the Equation below:

TOF = j x A (2F x n)

Where, j is the current density obtained at overpotential of 100 mV, A is the surface area of the electrode, F

is the Faraday efficiency (96,485 mol-1), and n is the mole numbers of catalysts deposited onto electrodes.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed with scanning rates from 20 to 100 mV s-1 and po-

tential ranges from 0.00 - 0.10 V (vs. RHE) in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. Double-layer capacitances (Cdl) were

estimated based on current density variation as a linear function of scan rate. Dj = (ja - jc)/2 was obtained at

50 mV vs. RHE. The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) was determined by the double layer

capacitance (Cdl). The following equation was used to calculate ECSA:

ECSA (cm2) = Cdl/Cs

The specific capacitance (Cs) of a flat surface is usually in the range of 20 � 60 mF cm-2. We assumed Cs was

40 mF cm-2 in the calculation of the ECSA.

The ECSA of 20 wt.% Pt/C was calculated using the under-potential deposition hydrogen (UPD-H) adsorp-

tion/desorption voltammetry based on the following equation:

ECSA
�
cm2

�
=

0:53 SH=v

0:21 ðmC$cm�2Þ
Where SH was the integral area of the adsorption/desorption region for H atoms (0.05 V–0.40 V), which was

marked red in Figure S5, v is the scan rate.

Mott�Schottky method. In this research,wealsoestimated theCBpotentials ofCa1-NGandCdSusing the

Mott�Schottkymethod.As shown inFigureS16, the slopesof theMott�Schottkyplots forCdSandCa1-NGare

greater than 0.00, suggesting that CdS andCa1-NGare both n-type semiconductors. Their flat bandpotentials

(Efb) are determined to be�0.58 V and�0.43 V (vs. SCE) for CdS and Ca1-NG, respectively. In general, the CB

edge potential (ECB) is more negative by about �0.10 or �0.20 V than the Efb for the n-type semiconductors.

Therefore, the ECB for CdS and for Ca1-NG are �0.78 V and �0.63 V (vs. SCE), that is �0.54 V and �0.39 V

(vs. NHE) (normal hydrogen electrode). This result indicates that under light irradiation, photogenerated elec-

trons in CdS can migrate from CdS to Ca1-NG at the heterojunction interfaces between Ca1-NG and CdS.

Photoelectrochemical property measurements

Photoelectrochemical properties of catalysts weremeasured using a CHI 660E electrochemical workstation

in a typical three-electrode system. The working electrode was prepared by dropping 50 mL of photocata-

lyst suspension onto the surface of a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) conducting glass support with an area

of 1.03 1.0 cm2 and then dried in air. An Ag/AgCl and a Pt foil were used as the reference electrode and the

counter electrode, respectively. 0.1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte, which was

purged with N2 to remove dissolved O2. The light source was a single-wavelength (420 nm) LEDmonochro-

matic lamp, which was identical to the light source for photocatalytic H2 evolution.

XPS analyses

XPS analyses were performed using an ESCALAB250 spectrometer equipped with a monochromatized Al

Ka (1486.6 eV) source. The survey spectra were recorded in a 0.5 eV incremental with a pass energy of 140
iScience 24, 102728, July 23, 2021 19
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eV. Detailed scans spectra were recorded in a 0.1 eV incremental with a pass energy of 140 eV. The

elemental spectra were all corrected with respect to C1s peaks at 284.8 eV.
EXAFS fitting

To verify the above EXAFS results a least-squares curve fitting analysis was carried out for the first coordi-

nation shell spreading from 1.5 to 2.5 Å. All backscattering paths were calculated based on the structures

provided by ab initio simulations. The energy shift (DE) was constrained for scatters at the same level. The

path length R, coordination number (CN), and Debye–Waller factors s2 were left as free parameters. The fit

was completed in R space with k range of 3.5–12.6 Å�1 and k2 weight.
Computational methods

All structures are calculated using density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio

Simulation Package (VASP) (Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996). The exchange-correlation interaction is

described by generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional

(Perdew et al., 1996). The Ca_sv pseudopotential is used. The vdW interaction is considered by using the

DFT-D3 method (Grimme et al., 2010) and spin-polarization effect is included. The electron wavefunctions

are expanded using plane waves with an energy cutoff of 400 eV. Slab model is used for all calculations with

a fixed cell thickness of 15 Å to ensure sufficient vacuum space. All structures are relaxed until all final re-

sidual forces on the atoms are smaller than 0.005 eV/Å. They are built from a graphene unit cell with lattice

constant of 2.467 Å, as relaxed using the above parameters with a k-point mesh of 123 1231. A supercell of

4 3 431 and k-mesh of 3 3 331 are employed for all structures.

DGH* includes three parts: the difference in electronic energy DEH, the difference in zero point energy

DEZPE, and the difference in entropy TDSH
DGH* = DEH* + DEZPE – TDSH*. (Equatio
n 1)

All the differences are between H in the adsorbed phase (H*) and in the gas phase (H2). The vibrational fre-

quency in H2 is much higher than in H* phase, so DSH mainly results from the H2 molecule, namely, TDSH �
0.53TSH2 � 0.205 eV at the standard condition (300 K, 1 bar) (Nørskov et al., 2005). The difference in zero

point energy is usually very small. For example, DEZPE is around 0.02 eV for H adsorbed onto the double-

coordinated N of graphitic-C3N4 (Gao et al., 2015) and around 0.035eV for H adsorbed onto Cu (111) sur-

face (Nørskov et al., 2005). Here, we use these two values for H adsorbed on pyridinic-N and Ca single atom,

respectively. In particular, we use
DGH* = DEH* + 0.23 eV for H adsorbed on pyridinic-N (Equatio
n 2)
DGH* = DEH* + 0.24 eV for H adsorbed on Ca (Equatio
n 3)

The major contribution to DGH* is the H adsorption energy, calculated as
DEH* = E(catalyst + mH) – E(catalyst+(m-1)H) – 0.53E(H2), (Equatio
n 4)

where E(catalyst + mH) and E(catalyst+(m-1)H) refer to the total energies of the catalytic system with and

without the adsorbed H that we are studying; E(H2) is the total energy of a gas phase H2 molecule. These

three structures are all with the same supercell size and sufficiently relaxed. When more than one H is ad-

sorbed onto the structure we consider the adsorption of H atoms one by one. In other words, when we

consider the mth H atom, we use the structure with m-1 H atoms as the reference system.

Similarly to defining the H adsorption energy in Equation (4), we define the Ca adsorption energy as
DECa = ENG+Ca – ENG - Eisolated_Ca_atom (Equatio
n 5)

where ENG+Ca and ENG refer to the total energies of the N-doped graphene (NG) with or without Ca adsorp-

tion, and Eisolated_Ca_atom is the total energy of an isolated single Ca atom.
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